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Abstract—Face recognition system is an application that
is used to identifying or verifying a person from an input
image , which can be done by comparing selected features
from the image and the facial database. But face
recognition is a challenging technology , because its
application is limited to controlled settings, i.e limited to
pose changes, illumination changes, head orientations,
expression variations etc. This paper present a novel face
recognition approach for uncontrolled pose and
illumination changes. Here normalization (“correction”)
procedure is used for correct pose and illumination
variations and identification and decision making is
perform using Eigenface approach. This method provide
an accuracy of above 90%.
Index Terms—Face recognition, Pose and illumination changes,
Image quality index, Normalization, Eigenface

I. INTRODUCTION
Real-World face recognition is an important vision task
with many practical applications such as biometrics, video
surveillance, image retrieval, security and human computer
interaction etc. The major issue in face recognition system is
how to ensure the recognition rate for a large dataset captured
in various conditions, Because face learning can be
successfully applied only if input face images are given in
controlled conditions i.e static background, neural frontal
face etc. In uncontrolled settings face recognition become
difficult because of the disturbing factors like expression,
occlusion, pose variations, varying lighting conditions [2] etc.
In general face recognition mainly consists of five steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Acquiring the Image of an Individuals Face
There are two ways to acquire an image by digitally
scan an existing photograph or acquire a live picture of
a subject .
Perform pre-processing steps to the Face
Pre-processing improve the recognition performance
of the system. It includes filtering , normalization etc.
Feature extraction
Compute the feature vector that is well enough to
represent the face image.
Classification
Extracted features of the input face image is compared
with the ones stored in face database using a pattern
classifier.
Match Or No Match
Perform decision making task to check whether or not
any comparisons from step 4 are close enough to
declare a possible match.

We know that skin color in humans varies by individual.
But intensity is the main distinguishing characteristic in
humans. Therefore, recognition stage typically uses an
intensity (grayscale) representation of the image for further
processing. This grayscale version contains intensity values
for skin pixels.

II. RELATED WORK
There are a large number of face recognition system have
been developed in last decades [5]. The early work related to
face recognition technology mainly includes PCA, SVM, LDA,
ICA , LBP, neural networks etc.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is the one of the
generally used face recognition system [4]. This c is also
known as Eigenface method or Karhunen-Loeve method for
face recognition. Kirby and Sirovich introduce PCA to
effectively characterize geometry of face [4]. The advantage of
this method is that it reduces the dimensionality of the original
dataspace. But it requires large computation and provide poor
discriminating power.
The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is an another
method for face recognition [6]. This method is the most
dominant method for feature selection in appearance based
methods. But its recognition rate become poor when there
occur variation in pose and illumination within same images.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are one of the
classification technique used fro face recognition system [7].
This method can apply to both verification and identification
applications[8]. The advantage of SVM classifier is that
SVMs can achieve better generalization performance.
The neural networks are the nonlinear solution to the face
recognition problem and also it is used in many other pattern
recognition problems[9]. This method is more reliable as
compared to linear methods like PCA, LDA etc. By using
neural networks , it is possible to reduce misclassifications
among the neighbourhood classes. But neural networks based
approaches encounter problems when the number of classes
increases. Therefore, neural networks are not good for large
data set and not an ideal approach for single face image
recognition.
It is possible to represent shape and texture information to
represent face images using Local binary pattern (LBP) [10].
In LBP the face area is first divided into small regions and
then, histograms are extracted and concatenated into a single
feature vector. This vector forms an efficient representation of
the face image and is used to measure similarities between
images [11].
The face recognition problems occur due to varied pose,
expression, lighting conditions, facial aging on the images.
Among them Pose and illumination variation are the great
challenges for robust face recognition.
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III. PROPOSED FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
This paper is an extension for eigenface basis face
recognition system [3]. Eigenface basis face recognition system
uses a set of eigenvectors when they are used in the computer
vision problem of human face recognition. But the eigenface
basis face recognition system have the following limitations ;




Sensitive to head scale
Applicable only to front view
Good performance under controlled background (not
including natural scenes)

the mean image in that direction. Once eigenface is obtained,
weight vector is constructed with the help of the eigenfaces.
After obtaining the weight vector, it is compared with the
weight vector of every face image in the trainingsets and
perform decision making according to the threshold value.
IV. FACE DETECTION AND NORMALIZATION
This section describes the face and landmark detection
techniques and normalization process suitable for pose and
illumination variations.
A. Face Detection
The first step in a face recognition system is the detection
of one or more faces from the input image. For this, the input
image is first submitted into a global face detector. In this
paper, Viola-Jones face detector is used for face detection
[12]. Viola-Jones face detector is a global object detector
within the computer vision tool box containing a function
vision.CascadeObjectDetector for face detection.
After detecting the face region from the input image, its
characteristic points (“landmarks”) are located using the
extended Active Shape Model (STASM) algorithm [13],[15].
Face landmarking is defined as the detection and localization
of characteristics points on the face. The STASM algorithm

(a)

(c)

Fig 1.Block Diagram of proposed system

So, to overcome these limitations of eigenface face
recognition, we propose a novel real-time face recognition
system for uncontrolled pose and illumination variations . The
pose and illumination variations are the crucial factors that
affect the performance of face recognition system. Fig 1 shows
the block diagram of the proposed face recognition system.
Here, to correct the pose and illumination variations , first we
calculated distortions in face image and then perform
normalization procedure [1]. After normalization procedure
the mean vector all images are calculated and subtracted from
all the vectors, corresponding to the original face image. Then,
the covariance matrix is computed to extract a limited number
of eigenvectors, that represents the greatest eigenvalues. This
eigenvector is known as eigenface of the face image which
represent how much the images in the training set vary from

(b)

Fig 2 . (a) Input Image, (b) Face detected Image,
(c) Characteristics points

automatically locating landmark points by minimizing the
global distance between image points, which is pre-computed
over wide range of training images. This algorithm locates 68
interest points [Fig. 2(c)]. The precision of the landmarking
procedure depends on the amount of face distortion. When
modeling a face, characteristic points consists of points that
are lie along the shape boundaries of facial features such as
eyes , lips, nose, mouth, and eyebrows.
B. Normalization
In image processing, normalization is the process that
changes the range of intensity values. In face recognition
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algorithm it often employed to improve classification
accuracy.
Pose normalization procedure starting from set of 68
characteristics points that are located using STASM. Here, for
pose normalization only 13 of them uses [Fig 3(d)]. The head
rolling can be approximated as the angle θ between line
passing through the centers of eyes and x axis [Fig.3(a)]. The
values of dl and dr allows the better exposed half of the face,
where dl and dr are the distance between external corners of
the left and right eyes and the tip of the nose [Fig 3(b)]. When
dr > dl , image is left unchanged. Therefore , we reconstruct
the left half of the face using right half one [1] [Fig 3(e) ]. The
points in the Fig 3(c) shows the line marks for the boundary
between the right and left half of the face.

the same size for our purposes. The major steps for creating
eigenfaces are;
1. Each face image in the trainingsets are converted
into a vector Γn of length N. This collection of
faces is known as “face space”.
2. Calculate the mean face in face space using
(1)
Here M is the number of faces in trainingsets.
3.

Subtract the mean image from each image
vector.
(2)

4.

Compute the covariance matrix (C) for our
dataset.

= AAT

(3)

Where N is the number of pixels in face images.
5.
Fig 3.Six main steps of the pose and illumination normalization.

[1]

General face recognition algorithm work under normal or
good illumination. If the illumination gets „bad‟, the
recognition rate decreases. Therefore, after completing pose
normalization , it undergoes illumination normalization. Here
SQI algorithm[14] is used to perform illumination
normalization. In SQI algorithm the value of each image pixel
is divided by the mean of the values in its neighborhood,
represented by a square mask.

V. FACE RECOGNITION BY EIGENFACE BASIS
Eigenface basis face recognition system is a powerful
solution to the face recognition dilemma. Eigenfaces are
fundamentally basis vectors for real face faces. The eigenface
basis face recognition system can be divided into two modules:
Building of the eigenface basis and Recognition of new face.

Now, we
can reduce the number of
eigenvectors in covariance matrix from N to
M, i.e number of pixels in our images to
number of face images in our datasets, by using
the technique Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [4].

.
This new vector with size MxM represents the orthonormal
vectors which are associated with highest eigenvalues of
covariance matrix..
B.Face Recognition
The face recognition can be executed as ,
 Calculate eigenface components of input face.
 Calculate a difference between mean-face and the
input face image.
 weight vector is constructed with the help of the
eigenfaces of datasets.
 Choose a best matched face compared with weight
vector of every face image in the trainingsets
according to the threshold value.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Building of the eigenface basis
For creating eigenfaces, we need to collect set of known
face images [Fig 4]. Here, the database of known face
images are the pre-processed image, i.e pose and
illumination normalized image. All face images should be

The face recognition algorithm used in this paper is the
combination of FACE [1] and Eigenface [3] face recognition
methods. Here, we used 400 ORL face images and 50 real
world face images for the implementation of this paper and it
provide an accuracy of above 90%.
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unknown face recognized using the approach that discussed
here.
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VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel face recognition method. The
most noteworthy feature of the algorithm is that this face
recognition method can use in both pose and illumination
changed image in real-world. The experimental results shows
above 90 % of accuracy with pose and illumination changed
images.
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